
Vulnerability Disclosure Policy,
a structured, easy and accessible 
way for anyone to report 
vulnerabilities.

VULNERABILITY
DISCLOSURE
DONE RIGHT 

Global Bug Bounty 
& VDP Platform

Every business needs a VDP

/ Reduce risk by shortening time-to-remediation.

/ Streamline vulnerability management in your 

organisation, and enable data integration within your 

internal workflows.

/ Demonstrate your commitment to security and build 

trust among your partners, customers and users.

Cybercrime is an ever-increasing problem due to organisations’ rapid 
digital transformation and the growing sophistication of threats.

Goodwill security researchers can help, but they need a safe & clear 
framework to inform you. Such reporting can provide you with 
valuable information to improve the security of your systems.

It is really in your best interest to encourage responsible and 
organised disclosure of vulnerabilities.



/ Bug Bounty:  Our platform connects 40,000+ ethical hackers with 
organisations from all industries in 40+ countries, mainly in Europe & 
Asia. YesWeHack manages over 500 public and private programs.

/ YesWeHack EDU:  #1 Bug Bounty Educational platform worldwide.

/ YesWeHack Jobs:  Cybersecurity job board. 

ISO 27001, CSA STAR, SOC I / II Type 2 & PCI DSS certified hosting and GDPR compliant

The differences between VDP and Bug Bounty

VDP = Passive approach Bug Bounty = Active approach

Why: Gather potential vulnerabilities.

How: Set up a communication channel 
on a dedicated webpage – Your Policy 
does not appear on our platform.

Who: Anyone acting in good faith who 
wishes to report a bug.

Reward: No expectation of financial 
reward – Only a "thank you" / Hall of 
Fame is given.

Why: Encourage vulnerability research. 

How: Set up a detailed program (public 
or private) displayed on YesWeHack 
platform (scopes, rules & reward grid).

Who: Selected security researcher or the 
whole YesWeHack community.

Reward: Pre-established and 
communicated financial reward grid.

Why set up a VDP with YesWeHack?

We help you compose 
the Policy’s text and 

commitments

We provide you with a 
secure and own-branded 
vulnerability report form

We ensure the traceability 
and confidentiality of the 

reports 

We automate report 
integration within your 

internal workflows

Your Policy does not 
appear on our Bug 
Bounty platform

Your Policy complies 
with ISO 29147 and 30111 

standards


